
Youth	exchange:	           
"Da Cosa Nasce Cosa"

When:	23-29 August  excluding travel days 

Where:	Latronico, (Potenza) - Italy 

Who:	 4	 partners	 with	 5	 participants	 (14	 –	 17)	 +	 1	 group	 leaders	 (+18)	 from	 Italy,	 	Romania,	

France	and	Spain	

Partners	

-	Comune di Latronico,Italy 

	-	A.C.T.O.R,	Romania	

- Intercultura, France 

-	Auryn,	Spain

SUMMARY	OF	THE	PROJECT	
The title of the project "Da Cosa Nasce Cosa" is inspired by the book by Bruno Munari in which the author illustrates the  

methodology of design, highlighting the importance of designing well starting from the analysis of the problem, passing to the 

identification of actions and method and in which the author highlights how the resolution of a major problem requires the 

creative contribution of many. Paper, glass, plastic and aluminum are materials that we use daily. A lot is was made to raise 

awareness among young people to treat waste products carefully, differentiating them so as to allow recycling, but there is a 

form of recycling that can be even more effective and fun: the creative recycling.

The project promotes the idea that materials do not have a single life and that they can instead become new things. The 

project wants to convey to the participants a new way of living the ecology: optimistic, purposeful and fun, enhancing waste 

materials, objects only apparently without value.

Main	goals	
- offer	 participants	 the	 opportunity	 of	 a	 learning	 experience	on the subject of environmental protection and 

recycling;

- promote	knowledge	of	new technical of creative recycling;

- learning to work in teams, improving the ability to relate and collaborate with others;

- increase the skills of the participants through non-formal education;

- promote the Erasmus+ program; promote the exchange of good practices; 
- offer an opportunity for mobility to those who have less economic, social and geographical opportunities, giving the 
opportunity to all participants to get in touch with people from very different backgrounds and cultures;



Participants	profile		

Participants	should	have:	

interest	in	taking	part	in	a	multicultural	experience;

interest to the topic;

- know and respect other cultures, encouraging exchange and learning processes
intercultural and promoting tolerance and solidarity; 

- practicing foreign languages (English as a bridge project language and the languages of 
each partner country. Discovering and experimenting with non-verbal forms of communication and 
linguistic intercomprehension between languages belonging to the same family - Romance languages);

Travel costs 
The travel costs will be covered up to the amount based on distance calculator. 
Food and accommodation will be 100% covered. 
FRANCE  -  Distance band 500-1999 km- 275.00 EUR for person 
SPAIN - Distance band 500-1999 km- 275.00 EUR for person 
ROMANIA - Distance band 500-1999 km- 275.00 EUR for person 

Accommodation

The venue is at the bottom of Mount Alpi beside Latronico. Latronico is 
a town and commune in the province of Potenza, in the Southern 
Italian region of  Basilicata. Due to its high elevation of 888 metres it is 
much cooler compared to the larger cities along the coasts, even in 
summer. It has an amazing mountain backdrop, with spectacular views 
of the surrounding valley. Although it is a small city, the people are 
friendly and there are a few restaurants, pubs and cafes.  
The accommodation where we will be staying is called Rifugio "La 
Faggeta". It is a wooden cabin deep in the middle of the forest. There is 
practically nothing around you but beautiful walk ways and a special 
fountain that disperses fresh water from the mountain.  It is very 
peaceful; the cabin was mainly refurbished by Antonio, the manager of 
the place. Inside there are 2 fireplaces, a kitchen, a TV and Internet. 
However, the internet is restricted and will be used for e to use only in 
a prescribed manner (e.g. for contacting home, emergencies). There 
are 16 beds inside plus a big tent outside, 4 showers and 2 bathrooms. 
The food will be prepared by ourselves, focusing on getting to know 
local specialities.  

Nearest  Airport: Bari, Naples and Roma.
Depending on the departure airport of the participants, the Municipality of Latronico plans to 
rent a bus for providing the transfer from the place of mobility to the Airport and vice versa. 



What to bring:

- Sleeping bag, pyjamas and shoes for inside (flip flop)
- A torch
- Trousers for hiking and a pair of shorts for hot days, T-shirts and a pullover for colder 
evenings, waterproof jacket for, well, rain.

- We intend to go on a mountain hike. Therefore you will require a pair of good walking shoes, 
a little rucksack and a water bottle

- Swimming clothes, a towel and sun protection cream and sunglasses

- Personal care products and wash kits

-Any medication you might need for yourself

- Something intercultural (food, drinks, music, video, presentation, photo, booklet, maps, ect.)

First day: presentation of the program; mutual knowledge of groups through non-formal education 
activities, knowledge of places;
Second day: Latronico visit to the "Recycling Bank" - collection in the city of materials / waste useful for 
programmed laboratories - laboratory activities and creative recycling of plastic material;
Third day: workshop activities and creative recycling of the paper material / realization of papier-mâché 
artifacts laboratory by a Lucan paper mache maker.
Fourth day: workshop activities and creative recycling of aluminum material / visit to the tinsmith's 
workshop, ancient craftsmanship of tin and copper artifacts.
Fifth day: workshop activities and creative recycling of glass material - preparation of the final event, 
visibility activities in the city (press conference in the Municipality, distribution of flyers, flash mobs, 
etc) ,;
Sixth day: event open to the local community "Workshop exhibition: Da cosa casce cosa" (exhibition of 
manufactured products and active creative recycling laboratories);
Seventh day: final evaluation / drafting of the Youthpass / closing ceremony at the Town Hall with 
Youthpass delivery.

Program of activities - day by day




